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Highly charged but chilled Progressive Rock 13 MP3 Songs ROCK: Progressive Rock, ROCK:

Instrumental Rock Details: Deep Space is the first album released by Band of Rain in September

2004.The songs draw from many different influences, some more obvious than others, however they

have been able to produce 13 songs that are original, and their own. This is progressive rock, but could

almost be described as progressive chill. The fusion between hard and soft is quite intriguing and works

very well. There are 4 songs with vocals the rest are instrumentals.The songs do get in to your head and

stay there for quite some time, this is not unpleasant. There is some pretty hard rock here,and quieter

moments too. Chris's guitar playing is unique, and a bit different, but with influences from Gilmour and

Hillage. Deep Space has had some very good reviews and the band continues to grow their fan base all

over the world. The music has been likened to Pink Floyd as well as Hawkwind which seems like a bit of

a weird pairing but there is no doubt, it is a little bit different. The founder member and lead guitarist Chris

Gill has a vast armoury of ideas and is always trying to move the boundaries forward. Deep Space is

really a must have, and time will show that Band of Rain have something special to offer and they will be

played in Prog rock circles for many years to come. They have completed their second album now called

Garlands. It is due for release around mid september 2005. 11 original tracks totalling about 54 minutes.

This is what people have said about Band of Rains music: "...incredibly complex and mesmerising"

Progressive Soundscapes radio. "This is Fantastic music" Sergio Vilar - Nucleus Prog "Music that

touches the Deep Space in ones soul " Melos Prog Bazaar
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